
Destiny Call#’s
Prefix clean-up.



(Resource list)

1.  Go to Reports, Library Reports and select Collection Statistics - Summary.

2.  Identify Prefixes to are incorrect, or not consistently used, etc. The numbers in the far right 
column are the number of 
copies that have this prefix.

3.  If you need to check the records individually go to Catalogue, Library Search, Number tab, and search by call number.  Search the 
questionable prefix and check the records.



In this example, the error is a 
space between “GRAFK” and 
“_NOVL”.

A prefix must not contain any 
spaces so in this case, the system 
sees only “GRAFK” as the prefix, 
and considers “_NOVL” as part 
of the remaining call number.

Sorting your results list by Call 
number can help you identify 
errors.

4. We can’t correct this with a “Global prefix update” because it a Prefix Update would only correct the “GRAFK” portion.  We 
need to correct the whole call number, so click 1 of 1 available to display the copy– and edit the call number. Save your changes.

Also, because we only need to correct two call numbers, it’s easier to do these here rather than going to the global prefix update.



5.  If you don’t need to check the individual call numbers attached to a prefix, but you want to either change the prefix (e.g. change 
GRAFK_NOVL to GN)  or to combine two prefixes (e.g. if you had your Graphic Novels in a separate section and decided to combine 
these with “F” section) you could used the Global Update function under Catalog, Update copies.  USE WITH CAUTION!!!!  You 
cannot undo this.

6.  From the Collection Statistics – Summary note the prefixes you want to change.  In this example CRCAUDIO won’t be used any 
longer, and these resources will now be combined with the other items in the AUDIO section.

7. Enter which prefix you want to change, and the prefix you want to use instead.  Click Update Copies.



8. Click Refresh List and check the results of your “Job”.
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